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THE ISSUE
Control over the production of critical minerals necessary for advanced defense and commercial manufacturing
processes is a new feature of the escalating tensions between the United States and China over trade and security. This
report explores the state of the supply chain for global critical materials—specifically rare earth elements (REEs)—and
the near-monopoly that China holds over it. Additionally, it identifies unique aspects of the critical mineral production
process that makes the supply chain particularly difficult to preserve and evaluates ongoing efforts by U.S. industry and
policymakers to create a reliable critical minerals supply chain. The report concludes by assessing the likelihood that
China cuts off U.S. access to their production capabilities and how effective current U.S. countermeasures are in
preserving access to rare earth elements.

In December, the U.S. Army signaled its intention to
fund new rare earth processing facilities. According to
reports, the Army is currently reviewing proposals from
various U.S. mining companies, which may have up to
two thirds of their project costs covered by the military.1
This move comes after President Xi Jinping and other
Chinese officials signaled in May 2019 that they may
open a new domain in the trade war with the United
States by restricting access to Chinese critical minerals.2
“Critical minerals” are a set of 35 minerals that are both
crucial to advanced manufacturing and subject to
significant supply chain risks.3 The critical minerals list
includes 17 rare earth elements (REEs).
REEs are used primarily to create two types of powerful
and heat-resilient magnets: samarium cobalt magnets
and neodymium iron boron magnets. Among other
applications, these types of magnets are essential parts

of military weapon systems, such as guidance and
control systems, defense electronic warfare devices,
electric motors, and communications systems.4
China supplies approximately 80 percent of U.S. REE raw
material imports and nearly all imports for other critical
minerals such as yttrium, gallium, and tungsten.56
Estonia is the second largest supplier of REE to the
United States, providing 6 percent of U.S. imports.7 In
recent years, U.S. policymakers have grown concerned
that China could use its market power to cut off the flow
of REEs into the United States, simultaneously
compromising manufacturing and halting defense
production.
A 2016 Department of Commerce survey of U.S.
producers within the REE supply chain found that 66 of
the 160 respondents imported REE components, and 28
respondents imported solely from China.8
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Approximately 40 percent of those surveyed were
vendors to the U.S. military.9 The 2018 DoD Industrial
Base Resiliency Report concluded that this dependence
on Chinese REEs forces the industrial base to choose
between supply dependence on China or elevated costs.
The imposition of quotas or an outright embargo on
these minerals by China could either halt or drastically
raise the costs of some U.S. defense acquisition
programs. In 2010, China showed its willingness to
exploit its share of the global supply by restricting
Japanese access to REEs following a dispute over
Senkaku Islands.10
With Chinese warnings of potential export restrictions,
U.S. policymakers have scrambled to assess the true
threat posed by the current global rare earth supply
chain. Three questions emerge from this recent interest
in REEs: How detrimental would a quota or embargo on
critical minerals from China be to U.S. defense and
commercial manufacturing? Are current
countermeasures to protect the supply chain effective?
And what viable options are available to diversify or
otherwise strengthen the supply chain of critical
minerals and REEs?

BACKGROUND
Deposits of rare earth elements are admittedly not rare
nor specifically located like oil. They exist in many
countries, albeit in a diffuse manner that makes the
mining of them often economically untenable.
The United States was formerly a global supplier of rare
earth elements until China’s ascent to dominate the rare

earth market in 1992. Coupled with added regulatory
constraints on most non-Chinese producers, market
share drastically shifted away from the United States
and towards China as it became the most cost-efficient
location for REE mining.11 Efficiency creates its own
costs as Chinese laborers in mining regions suffer high
cancer rates and teeth corrosion from the radioactive
residue created by REE mining.12
The last straw was the closure of the largest U.S. rare
earth mine at the California Mountain Pass mine in 2002.
While added regulations disadvantage U.S. rare earth
producers, under the new management of the U.S.
company, MP Materials, the mine is restarting
production but even now must rely on China to process
the ore, another concern as discussed in the next
section.

EVALUATING THE CURRENT THREAT TO U.S.
ACCESS
The REE supply chain extends far beyond mining before
becoming useful manufacturing components. The
supply chain, and the lack of U.S. capacity in each step is
outlined in Figure 1 from a 2010 Government
Accountability Office briefing. Additionally, the capital
intensity of both the mining and processing steps
impose a significant time-lag in response to market
forces.
The complexity of the supply chain allows China to
possess a near-monopoly over various segments of the
production process. Attention focuses on China’s share
of REE ore production, but China also exerts significant

Figure 1. Example of Permanent-Magnet Rare Earth Supply Chain

(Note: The United States now mines ore through the Mountain Pass facility. Source: Figure taken from GAO-10-617R Rare
Earth Materials in the Defense Supply Chain (2010) and developed based on Government Accountability Office analysis of
industry data.)
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control over the extraction, oxidation, and refinement
processes. Even if the United States finds other sources
for REE ore, there are not currently available substitutes
for China’s downstream processing.13 While alternative
international processing facilities exist, almost every
critical mineral supply chain includes China in some
stage of production.14 As noted previously, the
development of alternative supply chains would entail
significant delay. The most recent action by the U.S.
Army initiates a process to create new U.S. capacity in
the refining step of the supply chain. A 2010 GAO report
estimated that creating a new facility takes 10 to 15
years due to capital requirements and complex
permitting.15 Permitting delays are partially driven by
the toxic and radioactive wastes created through
processing these minerals. Such risks make
environmentally certifying such projects nearly as
challenging as finding communities willing to host such
a facility.

Some analysts note that while industrial capacity is slow
to respond to market pressures, there are enough
supply alternatives to avoid catastrophe in the event of
a prolonged quota or embargo. In a 2014 report for the
Council on Foreign Relations, Eugene Gholz evaluated
the 2010 Japan case study and concluded that it was
less of a crisis than “alarmists” often find.16
According to Gholz’s analysis, when China imposed
restrictions and raised prices, non-Chinese suppliers
saw an opportunity and invested in new facilities,
initiating the reopening of the Mountain Pass mine.
Despite export restrictions, Chinese companies
continued seeking profit and 15 to 30 percent of total
Chinese exports were smuggled to buyers.17 The
quantities demanded by high-priority consumers such
as the U.S. military could be met by these marginal
adjustments, albeit at top prices.18
Many of these adjustments could be made in the event
of sanctions against the United States, though

Figure 2. Rare Earth Index Prices: (% based on January 2010 prices)

(Source: Figure taken from “Molycorp, the Poster Child for What Was One a ‘Can’t Lose’, Is Filing for Bankruptcy,” Financial
Post, June 25, 2015, and developed originally by Molycorp based on Metal-Pages, FOB China min sources.)
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additional factors must also be considered. If an
embargo were accompanied by full-scale conflict, the
shipping routes that provide alternatives could be
unavailable and global demand would surge as supply
constricts. The accompanying price shock would likely
exceed the increase observed following the 2010 Japan
incident, as shown in Figure 2. Such price fluctuations
would have dire effects on planning and executing
defense procurement programs, in addition to the
consumer and commercial ramifications. The best case
under Gholz’s assumptions still entails volatile pricing
and a reliance on black-markets for sourcing at least
some of the U.S. military’s priorities. Gholz’s
observations provide some room for optimism and
possibly a reason to curb concern, though not enough to
endorse passivity or a reliance on market forces alone.

EXISTING EFFORTS
The countermeasures in place to protect the integrity of
critical mineral-reliant supply chains fail to consider the
breadth of China’s monopoly. The two most visible
countermeasures are the inclusion of import restrictions
in some of the annual defense authorization bills, which
ban the Pentagon from acquiring rare earth magnets
from China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea, and the
National Defense Stockpile.19
Similar to Gholz’s observations of the restrictions China
implemented in 2010, previous import restrictions have
proven difficult to administer, and these rules are
usually broken or relaxed. In the F-35 program,
contractors received waivers for these import
requirements. In other instances, suppliers continued
using critical minerals that had no known sources
outside of China, implying restriction breaches
occurred.20
The National Defense Stockpile challenge is two-fold. In
the 1990s, much of the REE stockpile was sold. In FY
2018, the National Defense Stockpile resumed
purchasing REEs, though the reserve is still minimal and
will require continued investment to become a viable
backstop. Secondly, the National Defense Stockpile
primarily contains minerals in pre-processed form,
which would still require the involvement of Chinese
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refining capabilities to turn into usable components.21
However, the National Defense Stockpile recently began
acquiring rare earth magnet feedstock, moving the
reserves closer to a usable state.22
The Chinese near-monopoly throughout the supply
chain undermines both the National Defense Stockpile
and import restriction countermeasures. The U.S.
defense industry is still vulnerable to Chinese
geoeconomic statecraft unless there is a reliable,
vertically integrated supply chain among the United
States and partner nations.

NEW PROPOSALS
Congress
Both Congress and the Trump administration have
proposed measures that would provide advantages to
the domestic mining industry and seek to broaden U.S.
access to new supplies of critical minerals. Senator
Marco Rubio (R-FL), proposed a bill in July 2019 that
would allow mining operations to circumvent antitrust
laws in order to compete with low Chinese prices.
Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-ME), Chairwoman of the
Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,
introduced a bipartisan bill with several Democratic cosponsors, including Ranking Member Joe Manchin (DWV), that seeks to streamline permitting to expedite the
creation of new rare earth mines in the United States.23
Senator Tom Udall (D-NM) and Representative Raul
Grijalva (D-AZ) introduced their own proposal which
would reduce mine exploration on federal lands and
introduce the same royalty excise tax to mining that
currently applies to the oil and gas industries.24 The
environmental concerns of these lawmakers have merit,
given that the Mountain Pass mine closed in 2002 due to
a toxic spill. Regions near rare earth mines in China are
also experiencing ongoing environmental damage due
to loose regulations.25
However, this proposal does not move the U.S. toward a
reliable critical minerals supply chain. While the
expediting of mine permitting must be executed deftly
to avoid overly loose oversight that leads to
environmental catastrophe, Canada maintains similar

environmental regulations as the United States but has
an estimated permitting timeline of 1 to 2 years rather
than the U.S. average of 5 to 10 years.26 These proposals
provide the goalposts for possible bipartisan work
towards a secure rare earth supply chain.

other top ten exporters of rare earth total 23,233 ton.33
As global demand for rare earths grows alongside
demand for electric vehicles and other forms of
advanced manufacturing, this shortcoming will only
grow.

The White House

CONCLUSION

On July 22, 2019, the Trump administration used
authority from the Defense Production Act to declare
various rare earth elements and magnets as “essential
to the national defense.” In doing so, the administration
laid the groundwork for the provision of subsidies to
rare earth mining companies.27 If such support
materializes, domestic industry would benefit but also
risks becoming overly buttressed by subsidies in the
event of a Chinese price drop. The Mountain Pass mine
experienced this after it was revived during the 20102011 price spike and declared bankruptcy in 2015 when
prices fell again.28

If China hopes to leverage its near-monopoly in rare
earths and critical minerals, it will find the United States
woefully unprepared based on the current
countermeasures. However, alarmists may overstate the
threat posed by Chinese export limitations. The nearmonopoly China possesses is driven by economic
factors, not natural resource endowment, and the
resulting higher prices from an embargo would
incentivize further mining and processing investment
outside of China. That process is already underway,
spurred by China’s threats of restricting access to REEs.
By emphasizing this potential point of leverage, China
weakens its hand in the long term by encouraging the
development of alternative sources. However, if an
embargo was instituted immediately, the short-term
disruption from export limitation would lead to delays,
shortages, and higher costs as critical mineral prices
surge. Industrial policy must thread the needle of
political feasibility as the government aims to
strengthen the U.S. critical mineral supply chain without
sacrificing environmental protections or prolonging
industry reliance on subsidies. The bipartisan support
for addressing China’s rise in the world order creates
room to improve these countermeasures through
Congressional action. The United States must take
advantage of the opportunity created by China’s explicit
REE threats to undermine the near-monopoly it faces.
For now, the leverage China holds is undeniable, though
this leverage is unlikely to remain effective indefinitely.

A recommendation from a 2018 Department of Defense
report also points towards coordination with allies to
address joint industrial base challenges.29 This proposal
holds promise and is one of the opportunities that Gholz
highlights for mitigating rare earth supply chain risk.
Australia and Japan are emerging sources of rare earth
materials, which contract with a handful of firms in
Malaysia, Estonia, France, and Thailand to complete the
various processing steps.30
The domestic front also shows progress. MP Materials,
the company that owns Mountain Pass, is expected to
begin processing Neodymium and Praseodymium into
magnets in late 2020.31 Meanwhile, a new deal between
the largest non-China REE mine, Australian Lynas
Corporation, and Texas-based Blue Line will create new
U.S. processing facilities by 2021.32 Pursuing
international arrangements may provide access to a
supply of critical minerals that satisfies the needs of the
U.S. military. However, in the event of a complete stop
of REE exports from China, the non-China supply would
be insufficient to satisfy the commercial demand of just
the U.S. and Japan combined. The United States and
Japanese imported a combined 29,014 tons of rare
earths in 2013, while non-Chinese production from the
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